Video display speed constitutes a very important factor in modern software performance. The best way to achieve fastest display is by accessing Video RAM and programming video card directly. In addition to the speed, this method provides flexibility and high performance video display operations. Besides that, dealing with 64K and 16.7 M color mode can be achieved only by this method.
Introduction
As a general rule, the video display is created using either DOS or BIOS services that appropriate to the task in hand.
DOS and BIOS provide several functions for display manipulation, these functions are slow because the mechanism used to call these functions is slow and call BIOS interrupt takes much longer than a routine within a program. [1] [7] Besides that, BIOS supports capabilities to deal with at most 256 color modes, i.e graphics modes with more than 256 color cannot be managed by BIOS functions. While all modern video cards support graphics modes with high and true color with high resolution and required fast manipulation for graphics display. Direct manipulating video system offers fast and professional mechanism for graphics display and provides tools to deal with high color (64K color) and true color (16.7M color) graphics modes.
Direct Access Display method
Each video card contains an appropriate amount of memory called Video RAM (VRAM) that stores information related to each pixel appears on the screen. Direct access technique accesses pixel's address in VRAM to change its information, this address can be calculated by means of its coordinates on the screen. For all applications to work on all PC's, the addresses used by each system must be the same. Therefore, to make individual pixel visible on the screen, the program must calculate the exact address of this pixel and pass the related color value to that address. [2] [6] Address calculation for a pixel depends on the number of bits required to represent each pixel and the organization of VRAM, which differs in each graphics mode. This method begins by setting an appropriate mode and calculates pixel address, then change its color.
Video RAM
Video cards offer different graphics modes with different resolutions, and various numbers of colors depending on the size of VRAM supported by the cards.
A standard VGA card provides 256K bytes of VRAM, while SVGA card and its extended modes requires more than this amount, because of the new graphics modes with high resolution up to 16001200 and Large color spectrum (32K, 64K, 16M color). [8] VRAM is connected with the video card and the microprocessor. Microprocessor accesses VRAM as it can with ordinary RAM, while display hardware takes values from this memory and displays them on the screen. [2] [9] The organization of VRAM varies as the graphics modes differ. In general, VRAM is accessed through segment A starting at A000:0000h when the video card operates in graphics modes, which requires only 64K bytes since, only segment A is available to the video card from the total addressable memory of PC., that means, 256K bytes of VRAM in standard VGA must addressed in 64K bytes area, so that VRAM is divided into four equal sections, each section is called a bitplanes. Note that, the four bitplanes are not occupying different address spaces in memory, instead, all four bitplanes occupy the same address space. They all start at address A000H. [1] [3] [11] 
Latch Registers
Communication between the processor and VRAM is managed using four 8-bit registers known as the latch registers.
There is one-latch register for each bitplane, see figure (1) . [12] 
Figure (1): Bitplanes and Latch register

Organization of VRAM in 256 color modes
In these modes, each pixel needs a byte in the VRAM to store its information in one of the four bitplanes. Thus all pixels are spreaded on the four bitplanes as follows:
Each four consecutive pixels information are found in the same offset address from the bitplanes. For example, offset address (000h) in each bitplanes hold information related to the first four pixels in the screen starting at the upper left corner.
First pixel in bitplane 0, seconds one in bitplane 1 and so on. The next four pixels are stored in offset address 0002h. In the same way, the remaining pixels are stored in the bitplanes as shown in figure (2):
Figure (2): Alternate 256 color mode as seen by the CRTC
Accessing VRAM in 256-color mode
According to the organization described in the previous section, each bitplane is addressed individually, so all pixels are not available in the 64K byte at A0000h at the same time.
Therefore accessing the address of a pixel with (x, y) as the horizontal and vertical coordinates respectively is calculated by multiplying y coordinates by (mode horizontal resolution /4), then the X coordinate is divided by 4, since there are four pixels located at the same address. The sum of these two calculations is the address in one of the four bitplanes, see table (1),
The number of the bitplane that holds the desired pixel must be loaded to one of the sequencer controller registers (Map Mask register). This number is obtained from the two lowest bits of the X-coordinate. The following equations are used to access any pixel in the modes described in table 1:
High color SVGA modes
Each pixel in high color mode is represented by two bytes in VRAM. These two bytes are divided into three parts that corresponding to red, green, and blue intensities. the least five significant bits represents red intensity followed by six bits for green intensity, and five most significant bits for blue intensity.
Organization of VRAM in 64K high color mode is depicted 
Figure (3):
Organizati on of VRAM in 64Khigh color mode.
Accessing VRAM in 64K-high color mode
Pixel information in high color mode is managed in the 64KB area in A segment. The two bytes that represent any pixel are existed in two consecutive address locations in the video memory, see table (2) .
Address of the first byte for a pixel of X, Y coordinate is calculated using the following equation:
Pixel-address (X, Y) = Y(mode horizontal resolution2) + X2
Offset address for the second byte can be obtained by incrementing first address by one. To access any pixel in any of the five modes, the following equations are used for each mode respectively.
Organization of VRAM in True color modes
Depending on SVGA card system, pixels are represented by different no. of bytes, 
Figure (4):
Organizati on of VRAM in 24-True color mode.
(d) 32-bit true color assigns 4 bytes for each pixel, three for red, green, blue intensities, and the last byte is added for future using, figure (5) depicts the organization of VRAM in 32-true color mode.
Accessing VRAM in True color modes
Here, there is no need for bitplanes, instead the information is managed in the 64K byte area in segment A.
If the video card support 24-bit true color, then the three calculations can be used to access the first byte, see table (3), mathematically [3] [4] [10] :
The offset address for the other two bytes is obtained by incrementing the first address.
Also in 32-bit true color mode, the four bytes that representing any pixel are found in four consecutive addresses and the offset address for the first byte is calculated using the following equation:
Pixel Offset (X, Y) = Y(mode horizontal resolution  4) + X  4
This offset address is incremented to obtain the other three bytes. To access any pixel in any of the four listed modes, the following equations are used for each mode respectively.
24-bit True color equations:
• Offset = Y  (320  3) + X  3 for mode 10FH
32-bit True color equations:
• Offset = Y  (320  4) + X  4 for mode 10FH
• Offset = Y  (640  4) + X  4 for mode 112H
• Offset = Y  (800  4) + X  4 for mode 115H
• Offset = Y  (1024  3) + X  4 for mode 118H
Accessing the extended VRAM in SVGA card
As mentioned earlier, SVAG cards contain large amount of VRAM to store the whole screen pixels in high resolution and true color modes. These modes need more than 256 KB of VRAM, so accessing the extended VRAM is accomplished by mapping portions of the video memory into the 64 K window at A000h. So that VRAM is divided into pages, which corresponding to the granularity of 64 K window.
Window granularity is defined as the number of bytes between the closest two bytes in VRAM that can be placed on any address in the 64 K window, it can take 1K, 2K, 4K … etc.
To determine the granularity allowed by SVGA systems, VESA BIOS function (01H) must be used, which returns information about a specific SVGA mode in a block structure.
Comparison (DOS, BIOS and Direct Access)
Its too difficult to decide with a specific manner the speed of video display by using each of (DOS & BIOS) services and the Direct Access way, because the results depends on the programming details and the system hardware components. But, as an average, the speed ratio of Direct Access to DOS is about 20:1 and to BIOS is about 10:1.
Besides, for the graphics display, BIOS provides dealing with graphics modes up to 256 colors, but for the (true & high)
color graphics modes they can't be accessed only through the Direct Access way.
Conclusion
Direct access display is the fastest way for video display that supports powerful abilities to manipulate the extended memory associated with the video modes of SVGA cards by controlling the operations of video mode initialization and VRAM access.
These operations performed by writing directly to VRAM, manipulating video card controllers registers and directly programming the Palette and DAC registers. Direct access abilities make it possible to deal with high and True color modes (24-bit, 32-bit) in high resolutions.
Appendix -A-
FID software Review
The objective behind designing this software is to reach the high-speed display achieved by accessing VRAM directly through the displaying of several types of images, and provides an essential information about video display environment. FID offers the following capabilities:
1-Fast displaying BMP and PCX images with their information
including image high and width, and its number of colors.
2-Four high-resolution modes to display 256 color image, five high color modes to display high color images and five true color modes to display true color images with various resolutions.
3-Displaying information when any mode has been selected includes:
-Mode resolution.
-Granularity of the VRAM window.
-Number of bytes required by each pixel line in VRAM. ESC to Exit the software.
Software main functions
FID software uses the following main functions to perform the essential operations to access VRAM and program different video card registers, which belongs to different controllers.
-Get VESA mode information
This function calls VESA function 01H to provide information about the selected VESA mode that will be stored in Mode structure.
Begin
Assigning VESA function 4F01H to AX register;
Load ES:DI registers with the address of Mode structure;
(see appendix B (2))
End.
Set Map Mask register in the sequencer controller to the content of least significant two bits of X coordinate to deal with proper bitplane;
Assign pixel color to its offset address;
-Set pixel in high color mode
It's used to access pixel position in VRAM using any of the 
